
“Relevance” is a word for many 
applications. How do we breathe during 
our own mental aerobics, inner sacrifices, 
social compromises, illusary edifices and 
facades? Are the current circumstances our 
own responsibility and how do we manage 
it all?

At times we don’t want to take responsibility 
for the now but we all want to live there. 
Funny how anxious we get about the future 
as we are doing our best to live in the now.

Now is in constant flux. We experience it 
in ebs and flows. A slow gentle inhale and 
exhale with great attentiveness is how to 
take the now in as the central life affirming 
elixir. The now is one breath at a time 
flowing into another.

Breathing has a direct result in managing 
and directing life. It is a detailed map with 
keys to show exactly where we may be 
gaining or loosing control. 

Everything we experience see, know, 
feel, hear, taste, touch, read, absorb, 
comprehend, quantify, codify and numb 
out, we are in the now. One inhale and 
exhale is a lifetime for the mind linking all 
of this together even though the rest of our 
phenominal body is busy at more than we 
can comprehend. Ah, and how life does 
serve, support and live through our physical 
senses as all of these experiences moving 
in a tapestry called the human body. Each 
breath encompasses all that is present and 
living within the scope of each identity. 

Wisdom flows in from all lines of 
informational pathways including our 
ancestors who at time speak to us through 
every possible route and still we seek what 
is beyond the now, we want for more than 
what is already here in the now. All arrows 
point to living in now.

“Everything I need is within my reach now!” 
Breath is always within reach especially in 
the worst of times even if we have to fight 
for it we want to thrive.

This is a bit of a conundrum because the 
now is always changing. Our choices are 
increasing at rapid speed and thus how 
can we plan anything or hold onto hope? 
A plan is a hope full up with illusion. What 
is an illusion if not more than another days 
dream? All days are dreaming one’s life into 
real action moment to moment breath by 
breath.

What is our purpose we ask as if some one 
other than our own soul has the answer. 
We dangle purpose over ourselves but to 
truly be in the moment breathing fully and 
bringing your complete spectrum of life 
into action emanating from within you is 
your relevance. 

What if changing your breathing changed 
the energy of the room or the mood of the 
people around you simply because you are 
breathing with intended purpose.

We continue to follow our holistic path with 
the greatest of wisdoms to glean. It is time to 
embrace breathing as a practice, a lifetime 
of knowing every breath is an expression of 
unending meditation. 

Breath itself is the gift worth living for and 
then the next breath till there are none left 
for the body to give back. At birth the first 
breath is one inhale which begins a whole 
lifetime of experiences of wisdom packed 
into a movement called breathing but it is 
more isn’t it? 
You are a story and a gift yet some days still 
we are aiming to have life be easy….. Ah….
ha….ha….ha! 

Good news, it can be easier when we lighten 
our loads using breathing as a tool. Within 
the breath a meditative instantaneous shift 
brings us to what might be time spent 
within the divine. One divine breath is a 
drink of life.

We sit around waiting for everything we 
ever wanted to come to us by some miracle 
when the miracle is our own energy in form 
in real time. Action needs a pace just as 
an athlete would pace their breath to their 
exertion level so we must pace our “now” 
deliberately with intention for the next 
now. 

Breathe in and realize that inner light shines 
and is magnitized toward another light 
within darkness.  Find equanimity in the 
places of unrest or anxiety to shine our light 
via breathing. In the centering of breath and 
body together we can adapt and bring light 
to the world in ways beyond imagining.

We have seen much transform in the past 
50 years it is no wonder we seek all avenues 
of self healing and connection. Nothing is 
more powerful a teacher than breath itself. 
The knowledge of how best to breathe will 
guide you to living your best self now.
 
Breathe in a familiar way that fills you and 
feel for where there is movement inside your 
ribcage and beyond. How much exertion or 
relaxation do you feel? What movement 
takes place within you during one simple 
breath as you are taking in life and upon 
your exhale letting it go? Take vital life force 
in as the now breath and and the next breath 
and on and on until it is only an honoring 
of the inhale and the exhale. How much 
more exquisite can life be? To have even a 
few seconds of breath awareness can bring 
change unbound.

Ask yourself do I seek truth? 
Say to yourself if I seek truth I live it and am 
willing to breathe it and speak of it freely.

Once you know the full capacity of your 
breathing as one movement called life 
you are relevant in creating each moment 
where the now is a gift of breath and that 
very breath is oneness we all share without 
language.

Let’s breathe peace, compassion, love and 
within the Now.
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In the Now!
One divine breath is a drink of life.


